Does consciousness collapse the quantum state?
P. A. Knott∗
Few human endeavours have provided more excitement - and more confusion
- than the studies of both consciousness and quantum mechanics. Perhaps, then,
it is no surprise that the two have, on several occasions, been brought together to
attempt to solve core problems regarding the universe in which we live. This article
focuses on the so-called measurement problem of quantum mechanics, which lies at
the very heart of the theory, and has sparked furious philosophical debate since the
conception of quantum mechanics over 100 years ago. The measurement problem
can be introduced as follows: The Schrödinger equation predicts that objects in
quantum mechanics can have multiple properties simultaneously – we say that these
objects are in a superposition state. Many manifestations of this – such as the
prediction that an electron can be in two places simultaneously – have now been
proved repeatedly in experiments. But the Schrödinger equation can give far more
radical predictions: Schrödinger himself proposed a thought experiment in which a
cat can be put in a superposition of being dead and alive at the same time. And
here lies the problem: we clearly do not see dead and alive cats roaming our streets,
and in the above-mentioned experiment, we only ever measure the electron in one
location. To rectify this, the “collapse postulate” has been introduced to quantum
theory: On observation a superposition state collapses, meaning that only one
outcome of an observation, or a measurement, is ever observed. But what exactly
constitutes an observation, and what entities can take the role of the observer?
One possible answer to this is that consciousness is responsible for collapse
in quantum mechanics (Wigner 1961, London & Bauer 1939, Schrödinger 1945,
Miranker 2002, Bierman 2003, Chalmers & Mcqueen n.d., Kremnizer & Ranchin
2015, Squires 1996, Stapp 2004, 1996, Germine n.d., Gao 2008, Altaisky 2016,
Goswami et al. 1993, Thaheld 2005, Rosenblum & Kuttner 2011). We never see a
superposition because our consciousness itself collapses the superposition. As well
as being conceptually attractive, giving consciousness this special role is completely
consistent with all experiments in quantum mechanics to date. However, there are
numerous other theories of what causes collapse that are equally compatible with our
experiments (I will introduce some of these later). And so, until our experiments
become more advanced, it seems that the only method to choose between the
various interpretations is a philosophical enquiry. With this in mind, the purpose
of this article is to ask: what would happen if we did live in a universe in which
consciousness causes collapse? I will argue – using results from both cognitive
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science and evolution theory – that this assumption leads to numerous fantastical
and often absurd predictions. Therefore, while we cannot currently disprove that
consciousness causes collapse (CCC), believing in such a theory is accompanied with
believing in the radical universe that I outline below. Furthermore, when the CCC
thesis is studied in the context of our biological evolution, I present arguments that
might cause major problems for the theory, or at least place strong restrictions on
how it should be formalised.

The measurement problem and CCC
I will begin by introducing the measurement problem. (For those unfamiliar with
quantum mechanics, I introduce the necessary details in Appendix A.) Suppose we
have a qubit – a quantum bit that can exist in two states, which we label with the
notation |0i and |1i. It is now routine in quantum physics labs to prepare such a
qubit in a superposition state (normalisation is ignored throughout):
|0i + |1i.

(1)

There are numerous physical systems that can be prepared in this superposition
state: a photon in a superposition of two different optical fibres; an electron in
a superposition of spin up and spin down; or even the current in a circuit in a
superposition of travelling in two different directions. Imagine now we have a device
that can accurately measure the state of the qubit. The state of the measuring
device before performing the measurement is |Mready i. If the qubit is in state |0i,
then the device displays “0” on its display screen – we say that the state of the
measuring device when displaying “0” is |M0 i. Likewise, the state |1i is recorded by
the measuring device changing into state |M1 i. We can then write the interaction
between the measuring device and the qubit as:
|0i|Mready i → |0i|M0 i,

|1i|Mready i → |1i|M1 i.

(2)

Now, the linearity of the Schrödinger equation in quantum mechanics allows us
to treat each part of a superposition separately. Therefore, if we measure the
superposition state of the qubit in equation (1) the following transformation takes
place:
(|0i + |1i)|Mready i → |0i|M0 i + |1i|M1 i.
(3)
Now suppose a human observer, initially in the state |Hready i, looks at the display
screen of the measuring device. We can write down the state of a human observer
who has seen 0 on the display screen as |H0 i, and similarly for |H1 i. Note that
these states represent the complete state of the human observer; i.e. the state
|Hready i represents the whole body and brain, all the cells and organs, every particle
and electrical signal, of a human observer who has seen 0 on the display screen.
Of course we could not actually calculate exactly what this state is, but for our
purposes it is sufficient to write |Hready i. Following the same argument as above,
if the qubit is in state |0i then we find
|0i|Mready i|Hready i → |0i|M0 i|H0 i;
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(4)

the state |1i follows as expected. If the qubit is in a superposition, then the following
transformation takes place:
(|0i|M0 i + |1i|M1 i)|Hready i

(5)

→ |0i|M0 i|H0 i + |1i|M1 i|H1 i.
This state represents a superposition of the observer seeing 0 (whilst the qubit is
0 and the measuring device displays 0) and the observer seeing 1 (whilst the qubit
is 1 and the measuring device displays 1). The human observer is therefore in a
superposition of two different states.
Before discussing this further, it is worth mentioning that whilst this experiment
might seem out of reach to most readers, in fact you can perform this experiment
right now. Just search the web for “quantum random number generators”, and
numerous websites will give you the chance to randomly generate a number 0 or
1 (try to find a site that generates these numbers live). These quantum random
number generators work the same as the experiment above: a quantum state is
prepared in a superposition of two states, then this state is measured. In this case,
the state |M0 i will represent the complete state of the measuring device, as well as
your computer monitor displaying the result 0, and everything relevant in between,
such as the information travelling over the Internet. The same result will hold by
following the arguments above, and the final state will be given by equation (5).
Therefore, according to the calculation above, just by running one of these quantum
random number generators online, you will be put into a superposition of seeing 0
and 1!
Alarm bells might be ringing now: our intuition very clearly tells us that a
human cannot be put into a superposition, especially not this easily. But if we open
most undergraduate quantum mechanics books, a solution to this can be found:
One postulate of quantum mechanics state that only isolated systems evolve with
the Schrödinger equation. There is then an additional postulate: when a quantum
state is measured, it collapses into just one of the states in the superposition. But
this “collapse postulate” raises as many questions as it answers: What constitutes
a measurement? How does the collapse happen? And if measuring devices and
humans are made of quantum particles (atoms etc), then why should they behave
differently from the things they measure? These questions together constitute the
measurement problem.
Numerous attempts have now been made to transform the collapse postulate
from an unexplained statement to a more complete theory, with the goal of solving
the measurement problem. Theories now exist in which complexity causes collapse (Ghirardi et al. 1986); or gravity causes collapse (Penrose 1994); or, most
importantly for this essay, consciousness causes collapse (CCC). There are different
possibilities for exactly how consciousness causes collapse; here I take a minimalist approach and provide two axioms – this will encompass most varieties of CCC.
The axioms are: i) Systems isolated from any consciousness will evolve with the
Schrödinger equation, and ii) in the presence of consciousness, a superposition state
collapses into just one of the constituent states of the superposition. Equations (3)
and (5) demonstrate how these axioms operate: assuming a measuring device or
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qubit is not conscious, equation (3) contains no consciousness, and therefore as the
Schrödinger equation governs this evolution (according to postulate i), equation (3)
still holds. On the other hand, a conscious entity – in particular a conscious human
observer – is present in the interaction in equation (5). Therefore, collapse will
occur:
|0i|M0 i|H0 i + |1i|M1 i|H1 i
→

|0i|M0 i|H0 i

or

(6)
|1i|M1 i|H1 i.

The outcome is that you either observe 0, or 1, but not both. This already raises
some interesting questions: Is the collapse instantaneous, or does consciousness
make the state unstable, so that it has a certain probability of collapsing in a given
time? And precisely how is consciousness defined? For the latter question, my main
conclusions in this essay will hold true for all definitions of consciousness known to
me, except those definitions that advocate panpsychism (in panpsychism everything
is conscious, to different degrees, generally with humans being the “most” conscious
entities), though I discuss later that similar conclusions hold with panpsychism. To
follow the arguments more easily, it might be beneficial to keep a definition of
consciousness in your head that implies that all “advanced” animals are conscious,
but it is up to you where you draw the line. For the former question, whether collapse
is instantaneous or probabilistic does not affect my main conclusions; but for ease
of explanation (and for dramatic effect) I will adopt the notion that consciousness
causes instantaneous collapse.
If CCC is correct then this leads to the comforting conclusion that humans are
never in superposition states. Despite this, by looking at equation (3) we can already
draw some less comforting conclusions: this predicts that a measuring device can
be in a superposition state. Therefore, if you carry out a quantum random number
generator experiment, then before you look at your computer monitor it will be in
a superposition of displaying 0 and 1. Any number of simple thought experiments
can illustrate just how bizarre this conclusion is. For example, imagine you create
a simple computer program that allows your computer to automatically run this
online quantum random number generator experiment, and then print the result,
0 or 1, onto a piece of paper. Now set your computer going, and leave the room
before the experiment result is displayed on the screen or printed (e.g. introduce a
delay between starting the program and generating the number). Assuming there
is nothing conscious in the room, the end result will be a physical piece of paper
that is in a superposition of being imprinted with ink in two different shapes, 0 and
1. But then, as soon as you enter the room, the quantum state collapses leaving a
single piece of paper displaying 0 or 1. We can let our imagination take us further
still: imagine connecting your computer to a drone programmed to fly north if the
result 0 is obtained, and south if the result 1 is obtained. Before anything conscious
sees the drone, it will be flying in both directions simultaneously!

Putting our unconscious into a superposition
Things get even more bizarre when this same analysis is applied to experiments in
visual psychology and cognitive science. It is now possible for experiments to make
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things disappear in front of our eyes. Such an experiment described in (Koch &
Hepp 2006) involves placing a stationary image in front of one eye of a subject,
whilst a rapidly flickering image is placed in front of the other eye. With a carefully
tuned rate of flickering, the stationary object becomes invisible to the subject, who
then only becomes consciously aware of the flickering image.
Koch and Hepp (Koch & Hepp 2006) then proposed how this trick can be used
to probe the connection between consciousness and quantum mechanics. They
suggested to put the stationary image in a superposition state, e.g. using the
computer monitor introduced above that is in a superposition of displaying 0 and
1. The flickering is then tuned so that the stationary image doesn’t enter into the
consciousness of the observer. Despite this, the light from the image is still entering
into the eye of the observer, and following the same arguments as in equation (3),
where in this case the eye is the measuring device, the rods and cones in the eye
will be put into a superposition of collecting the light from the screen that displays
0, and collecting the light from the screen that displays 1. The eye itself is not
conscious, and according to CCC this means that collapse cannot occur here. So
whilst our consciousness cannot be in a superposition, CCC predicts that our eyes
can. In fact, this will not stop at the eyes: a signal will still travel from the eyes
into the brain, and this signal will be a superposition of encoding 0 and 1. Only
when the signal reaches our consciousness will the superposition state collapse, at
which point we are consciously aware of seeing 0 or 1, not both (see Appendix B
for a more detailed description of this).
This experiment will be challenging with current technology, but in the near
future it may well be possible. There are now a number of proposals for how light
prepared in a superposition of two different states could actually be detected by the
human eye, thus enabling a masking experiment similar to that introduced above
(Rahnama et al. 2009, Phan et al. 2014, Dodel et al. 2016, Sekatski et al. 2009,
Vivoli et al. 2016).
The thought experiment introduced above shows that in CCC, while our consciousness cannot be in a superposition, our eyes can, and a signal entering our
brain can also be in a superposition state. But how far into the brain can such a
superposition state travel? We are already aware from our everyday experience that
our brain processes many things unconsciously; for example, are you consciously
aware of the movement of your toes as you read this? There is now a wealth of
evidence from a variety of fascinating experiments in psychology and brain imaging, many of which are summarised in (Dehaene 2014), that have now shown that
unconscious/subliminal processing reaches far into the brain. In fact, “virtually all
the brains regions can participate in both conscious and unconscious thought” (Dehaene 2014). This has been shown with indirect evidence, as well as direct brain
scans and even electrodes inserted directly into the brain. It is now known that,
without us being consciously aware, we can do maths, evaluate chess boards, and
process the meaning of words and phrases. A particularly illuminating case study
comes from blindsight patients, who cannot consciously see and will deny that any
visual information is entering their mind, yet can still point to a light or navigate
through a room. All of these experiments involve information entering the brain,
normally through the eyes. It is therefore in principle possible that this visual input
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be replaced with input in a quantum superposition, thereby putting our unconscious
into a superposition state, at least according to CCC. It has now even been shown
that we can be unconsciously sexually aroused (Oei et al. 2012, Wernicke et al.
2017, Jiang et al. 2006); CCC therefore predicts that we can unknowingly be in a
superposition of arousal states!
Koch and Hepp have suggested that such experiments can be used as a test of
CCC, but by looking in more detail about how such a test would be implemented,
we can see that this claim is false. In (Wernicke et al. 2017), direct brain scans
confirm that our unconscious can be accessed without us being consciously aware
of this. If our unconscious is in a superposition state, then the results of the
brain scan will also be in a superposition. So far so good: the outcome of the
experiment encodes that there is a superposition. But as soon as a conscious
observer tries to confirm that there is a superposition by looking at the results of
the experiment, according to CCC collapse will occur. Whether CCC is correct or
not, the final result of such an experiment will be the same: the final observer will
only ever see one outcome. This doesn’t mean that CCC cannot be tested, but
as I discuss in (Knott 2018) the only way to test whether a macroscopic state,
such as a brain, is in a superposition is to perform an interference experiment.
And while it is now routine to demonstrate interference of atoms, and cutting-edge
experiments can even interfere C60 molecules (Arndt et al. 1999), it is currently
beyond comprehension to perform a quantum interference experiment on something
as complex and dynamic as a human brain. The only hope for this may be to
simulate a human brain on a quantum computer, but this is still in the realm of
science fiction. (See Appendix A for more on this.)

Naturally occurring superpositions
Up to now I have only discussed superposition states that are formed artificially
in experiments, but in fact superpositions are created almost continuously in our
surroundings. For example, when orbiting a nucleus an electron exists in a perpetual
superposition state. In some sense it does have a precise energy, but the actual
position of the electron is indefinite. A free electron – one not trapped in an atom
or by some other potential well – has a wavefunction that extends over all space.
In the terminology of superpositions, such an electron is in a superposition of being
everywhere in the universe (except those positions which would require an infinite
energy to enter into). Another example is that of radioactive decay. It we take
one single atom of a radioactive isotope, and place it next to a Geiger counter,
then it is normally said that there will be a certain probability that in a given time
the atom will decay and the counter will click. For example in 1 minute there is a
50% chance of an oxygen-14 atom decaying. However, this description in terms of
probabilities doesn’t give the full picture. This process is a random quantum event,
and in fact the atom decays and does not decay in a superposition (the Schrödinger’s
cat thought experiment gives an interesting application of this). CCC would then
predict that the Geiger counter would click and not click in superposition. Only
when the signal reaches our consciousness would the state collapse. Furthermore,
because there is a non-zero quantum probability of the atom decaying at any given
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time, the atom is actually in a superposition of decaying at any given time – it is
a continuous superposition of different possibilities. Macroscopic objects like the
Geiger counter may not actually enter into a continuous superposition – this is
a subtle and complex issue beyond the scope of this essay (Wallace 2012). But
for our purposes it is sufficient to say that in this example the Geiger counter will
enter into a superposition of an unimaginably large number of different states, each
corresponding to the Geiger counter clicking at a certain time.1
Of course it is not surprising, and nor is it contested, that quantum-scale objects
can be in superposition states. But what about macroscopic objects – are there
situations in which macroscopic superpositions are created naturally? One such
mechanism is when a macroscopic phenomena depends on a critical point. For
example, a black hole is formed when the mass density of a collection of matter,
such as a collapsing star, reaches a certain threshold (Choptuik 1993). A collection
of matter on the periphery of becoming a black hole can, at some given instant in
time, be pushed over the critical density by the mass of a single electron. Therefore,
a passing electron in a superposition state (of being close to and far away from the
collection of matter) can force the black hole to form, and not form, in superposition.
This may seem like an unlikely event, but as introduced above quantum-scale objects
generally exist in superposed states, and therefore events that rely on overcoming a
critical barrier will invariably happen, or not, in superposition. Chaotic systems are
another illuminating example. Here, a small change in initial conditions causes a
large change in the final outcome. If the initial conditions rely on the properties of
quantum-scale objects, then such chaotic systems provide a mechanism of creating
macroscopic superpositions.
Evolution can also happen in superposition. It can take just a single high-energy
photon to cause a mutation in DNA (Northrop 2001); and photons are produced
in quantum-random events such as radioactive decay and therefore often exist in
superposition states. A photon in a superposition of two different locations can
then cause a mutation, and not cause a mutation, in superposition. And when such
a mutation, or a collection of mutations, is responsible for a critical divergence of a
species, then this too can happen in a superposition.
These examples were intended to give intuitively plausible mechanisms whereby
a quantum-scale superposition can naturally become a macroscopic superposition.
But in fact, if there is nothing available to collapse the quantum state, then macroscopic superpositions will be abundant throughout the universe. To see this, imagine
the early universe: a high-energy soup of quantum mechanical particles. As mentioned above, the wavefunction of a free particle quickly evolves into a superposition
state, and this implies that particles in the high-energy quantum soup will generally
all exists in superposition states. It seems reasonable to suppose that changes in
the early state of the universe will lead to radically different present-day universe
states. And as the early state can be in a superposition, so can the final state.
Putting all this together paints a radical and quite mind-boggling picture of the
universe. If consciousness is responsible for collapsing the wavefunction, then before
1 Quantum random processes govern not only radioactive decay, but also nuclear reactions,
chemical reactions, electromagnetic interactions, and so on.
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any conscious entities evolved, macroscopic superpositions are likely to have been
everywhere. Imagine a solar system in which each planet does not follow a single
trajectory, but is in a superposition of different trajectories. Not only planets, but
asteroids, stars, and even galaxies will have existed in multiple states simultaneously.
On one such planets, on one branch of the vast macroscopic superposition state, the
conditions would have been right for simple organisms to begin their evolutionary
journey towards conscious beings. Then, due to the bombardment of photons
originating from the distant quantum events, mutations would drive the evolution of
these organisms towards growing complexity. But these mutations would happen in
superposition, and therefore these organisms would be in a superposition of different
evolutionary states. We can imagine flowers in superposition of different colours,
spiders in superposition of different numbers of legs, and dinosaurs in superposition
with different shaped horns. Of course organisms with unsuitable mutations would
still die out. This explanation all depends heavily on where you draw the line for
consciousness, but we could even imagine a superposition-branch where dinosaurs
didn’t die out, and a near infinite number of worlds with creatures beyond our
imagination. And then, after all this, the first conscious creature evolves and enters
into the world and suddenly, ’POP’, this great macroscopic superposition state
collapses, leaving no trace of what came before.

Potential problems with CCC
This description certainly does not disprove a theory of CCC, but if we continue
our imaginative exploration we can uncover some potentially fatal flaws in the theory, or at least significant restrictions it must abide to. To see this, we can ask:
under what conditions does consciousness cause collapse? There seem to be two
alternatives here: i) a single conscious entity cannot enter into a superposition, and
therefore in circumstances in which a conscious entity would otherwise enter into
a superposition, the wavefunction collapses, leaving a single conscious entity; or ii)
when any superposition state interacts with a conscious entity, the superposition
collapses.
To explore the first option, imagine our universe before any consciousness evolved.
Picture a world almost identical to ours, except that one distant star has been shifted
slightly so that, even though the star’s position would be unnoticeable to us, the
light reaching the Earth would in principle distinguish this world from ours. Now
take a superposition of our world with that world. We have seen above that all
kinds of macroscopic superpositions will be abundant, and so it seems completely
plausible – maybe even inevitable – that this superposition state would arise. If
this thought experiment is set up carefully enough, the evolutionary chain towards
consciousness could be near identical. What then would happen when the first
conscious entity comes into existence? Here we have a situation where there is a
superposition of two conscious minds – one on each of the superimposed worlds.
But it is not the case that one consciousness has entered into a superposition, so if
i) is correct then collapse will not happen. If we fast forward evolution to humanity,
then this will lead to all humans being in a superposition, including you and I. We
then have a theory in which consciousness causes collapse, but we can still have a
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superposition of conscious minds!
This goes against the central motivation of proposing CCC, namely that it
seems implausible that a consciousness can be in a superposition, and therefore
consciousness must cause the collapse. Mechanism ii) would alleviate this problem
because, in this case, as soon as the first conscious entity comes into existence
collapse would happen. Thus a superposition of different evolutionary branches
containing conscious entities would be prevented. But this mechanism brings its
own difficulties, as illustrated in the following example. Double slit experiments with
streams of single particles have now proved many times that a single particle can
enter into a superposition and pass through 2 slits simultaneously (see Appendix A).
The usual explanation of this is that the wavefunction of the particle extends far
enough to cover the spatial region of both slits. But this stops short of the full
description of the particle: solving the Schrödinger equation will demonstrate that
the wavefunction of the particle in fact extends over all space (except regions that
form an infinite potential barrier, which are unphysical anyway). But all space
includes the space within the brain of the person performing the experiment; the
particle is in a superposition of being in the slits and in the brain, at the same time.
Phenomena of this sort are rarely discussed because the probability of detecting
the particle inside your brain is so close to 0 that it would likely take longer than
the age of the universe till an experiment could actually confirm this. Now if
the particle is an electron, then the electron can be in a superposition of being
inside the slits and somewhere in your brain that forms part of your conscious
processing, for example in an electrical synapse between relevant neurons. But if ii)
is the correct mechanism, then this electron has interacted with consciousness, and
therefore collapse will occur. With a probability of practically 1, the electron will
collapse to being inside the slits rather than in the brain, but unless there is some
elaborate mechanism that only causes partial collapse, the position wavefunction
should collapse completely. The electron is therefore in just one of the slits. But
this goes against the experimental data itself – we know that the electron can pass
through both slits because it interferes with itself. A successful theory of CCC would
have to overcome issues such as this, for example by postulating that the property
of collapse depends on the amplitude of the part of the wavefunction that interacts
with consciousness.
For CCC to be successful a number of other problems must be addressed: How
does the CCC mechanism know which basis to collapse into? Why would something
that according to CCC plays such a fundamental role in physics (consciousness)
evolve naturally by a process (Darwinism) that seemingly has nothing directly to
do with the physical laws themselves? And, as discussed recently by McQueen and
Chalmers (Chalmers & Mcqueen n.d.), how can consciousness evolve if it continuously causes collapse?
I will now briefly discuss how a panpsychist theory of consciousness (in which
everything is conscious to differing degrees) would operate within CCC, for example
integrated information theory causing collapse (Kremnizer & Ranchin 2015). Such a
theory could follow a principal like: the more conscious an entity is, the more likely
it is to collapse the wavefunction. Experiments have proved that C60 molecules
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(Arndt et al. 1999), and it has recently been announced that up to 50 qubits, can
be put into a superposition in a quantum computer (The future is quantum - IBM
Blog Research n.d.). Therefore, these systems are clearly not conscious enough
to cause collapse. Quantum computers will likely provide the strictest restrictions
to such theories for now – arguably error correction codes have a large integrated
information (Aaronson n.d.) – and at the current impressive rate of technological
progress increasingly complex systems will be ruled out as not conscious enough
to cause collapse. With this in mind, all of the discussions in this essay could be
revisited, raising the following questions: Is your desktop computer conscious enough
to cause collapse? What about your eyes? Or your subconscious? Or simple but
macroscopic objects? Or creatures early on the evolutionary chain? But in a sense
it doesn’t matter how conscious these objects are – they cannot cause collapse
100% of the time because otherwise everything would cause collapse. Therefore,
even in these theories there will be a nonzero probability that your computer, your
subconscious, and even your conscious mind itself, can be in a superposition. Even
if such a probability is practically zero, would such a conclusion be satisfactory?

Discussion
At first sight, the theory that consciousness causes collapse seems to provide an
attractive and intuitive resolution to the measurement problem: I know from my
experience that my conscious mind does not enter into a superposition, but this is
resolved if consciousness causes the superposition to collapse. However, we have
seen here that the universe that is predicted by CCC is far from intuitive. Fortunately,
there are a wide spectrum of alternatives to CCC. If we still wish to believe that
something collapses the wavefunction, then there are theories that gravity (Penrose
1994) or complexity (Ghirardi et al. 1986) are responsible for this. But all these
collapse theories have the attribute that they modify the highly regarded and never
disproved Schrödinger equation. This is unsatisfactory for many, and it is now
more common among quantum physicists to believe that the Schrödinger equation
is sufficient as it is. In particular, as I discuss elsewhere (Knott 2018), the wellestablished framework of decoherence (Zurek 2003, Schlosshauer 2005) can now
explain why the Schrödinger equation alone can lead to the appearance of collapse,
and can therefore explain why macroscopic objects are never seen in superposition
states.
But if nothing collapses the wavefunction, then what kind of reality do we live
in? The answer to this depends in a large part on how much of a realist you are. At
one end of the spectrum, if you believe that the whole quantum state is “real” then
this leads to the Everett interpretation, a.k.a. many worlds (Everett 1957, Wallace
2012, Tegmark 2014). The other extreme is to believe that quantum mechanics is
just a tool for predicting outcomes to experiments and can tell us nothing about
reality, e.g. QBism (Fuchs & Stacey 2016, Mermin 2014, Caves et al. 2002). Distinguishing between these different alternatives is at present a purely philosophical
issue – while future experiments can in principle determine between collapse and
non-collapse models (see Appendix A), it is not clear whether experiments could
ever distinguish between the other alternatives. Attributes such as plausibility then
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become important, and advocates of CCC must stomach a pretty bizarre picture of
our universe, in which some regions of our brain can be in a superposition but others
cannot; where entire species exist and don’t exist simultaneously; and perhaps most
importantly, a universe in which our consciousness is endowed with the power to instantaneously collapse brains, computers, entire species, and even stars and galaxies!
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Appendix: Introduction to quantum states,
superposition, and interference experiments

Quantum states - Any physical object that is described using quantum mechanics
can be expressed as a quantum state, using the notation |·i. The quantum state
for an object contains all the relevant information about that object, and this notation can be used regardless of what the object is. As an example, we can write
down the state of a single photon as |1i. We can even write down the state of a
human using this notation, for example by writing |Hi. This state contains all the
relevant information about this human, including the exact arrangement of all the
particles and molecules contained within it - of course we can’t realistically know
this information, but this doesn’t stop us representing the human as |Hi.
Superposition states - A classical bit can be in one of two states, 0 or 1. We write
the equivalent quantum bit, a qubit, as |0i or |1i. But one important difference
between classical and quantum physics is that a quantum bit can be prepared in
a strange state, known as a superposition state, in which it is both |0i and |1i
simultaneously. There is no intuitive way of understanding what this state means
because there is no analogue in our everyday world, so on some level one has to just
accept that a qubit can be both |0i and |1i simultaneously! We write down such a
superposition state as
|0i + |1i.
(7)
The + sign can be read as “is in superposition with”.
If we have two objects we can put their states together. For example, |0i|H0 i
represents a qubit and a human such that the qubit is in the 0 state whilst the
human is in the H0 state.
Interference - How can we prove that quantum mechanical objects can be put
into a superposition? The answer lies in the phenomenon of interference. Suppose
you throw two stones into a pond that simultaneously land close to one another.
The waves from the two stones will spread out, and eventually interfere with one
another. Every time a peak of the wave coming from one stone meets a peak
of a wave coming from the other stone, these peaks reinforce each other - this is
constructive interference. Whereas if a peak and a trough meet, they cancel each
other out - this is destructive interference.
A similar effect happens when we send a wave through a “double slit”, which
in effect is a barrier pieced by two small openings (the slits) that are close to one
another (search the web for “double slit experiment” for some helpful pictures).
Diffraction causes the wave to spread out as it passes through each slit, and this
means that the waves coming from the two slits will interfere with one another.
Again we get constructive and destructive interference, and this produces an interference pattern that can be measured.
One of the obscure things about quantum physics is that particles can act as
waves. This can be seen by sending a stream of electrons through a double slit:
an interference pattern is observed, proving that the electrons can have wave-like
14

behaviour. Even more surprisingly, if we send just one electron at a time through
the slits, we still get the interference pattern. The reason for this is that the electron passes through both slits simultaneously - i.e. it enters into a superposition
of passing through both slits at the same time - and then the two “parts” of the
superposition interfere with each other, again producing an interference pattern.
Interferometer - The more general name for a device that can be used to demonstrate interference is an interferometer. Interferometers can be used to interfere
light, atoms, and even large molecules such as the C60 molecule (Arndt et al.
1999). The general principle of the device is that an object is put into a superposition, and then the different parts of the superposition are made to interfere with
each other, producing an interference pattern.
Confirming or ruling out different collapse models - The central equation in
quantum mechanics, the Schrödinger equation, predicts that it is in principle possible
to put any object into a superposition, and produce an interference pattern. In
practice this is extremely challenging, and while cutting-edge experiments can do
this with C60 molecules, we are a long long way from putting, for example, a
living creature such as a human into a superposition. However, not everyone thinks
that this would be even in principle possible: as explained in the main text there
are theories in which gravity (Penrose 1994), or complexity (Ghirardi et al. 1986),
or most importantly for this essay consciousness, causes the superposition state
to collapse. This would prevent us from doing an interference experiment with
something like a human.
These theories can in principle be tested: if it can be proved that a massive
object can be put into a superposition then this rules out the theory that gravity
causes collapse (experiments are currently under way to try to prove or disprove
this theory). Similarly, if a conscious mind can be put into a superposition then
this would rule out CCC, but to take a physical human mind and put it into a
superposition for long enough to show interference is almost unthinkably difficult.
One possible alternative would be to simulate a conscious mind on a quantum
computer (by definition quantum computers demonstrate interference). This is of
course not possible yet, but perhaps in the future such an experiment could be
performed.

B

Appendix: When would collapse actually happen between the unconscious and the conscious?

For clarity of explanation, in the main text I described that unconscious parts of our
brain can be put into a superposition, but when the signal reaches our conscious
awareness collapse occurs. In fact in this situation the answer to the question of
precisely when the collapse occurs is far more complicated than this. Imagine that
using one of the experiments described in the main text we put an unconscious
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part of your brain into a superposition of two different states, which we can label X
and Y. Now it is not yet known precisely how an unconscious state is stored in the
brain, but for the sake of this discussion we can imagine that state X is stored in a
collection of neurons, and likewise for Y. There is therefore a collection of neurons in
a superposition of being in X and Y. In a very short timescale (Tegmark 2014) these
neurons will become entangled with surrounding particles and molecules. All that
needs to happen for this entanglement-transfer to occur is that information about
whether the neurons are in state X or Y gets transferred, but this will happen as soon
as any collision or interaction occurs. For example, looking at one individual neuron,
if the neuron is in a superposition of firing and not firing, then the magnetic field,
or lack thereof, surrounding the neuron will contain information about the state
of the neuron. Surrounding particles that are sensitive to this magnetic field will
then in turn react, or not react, to this magnetic field, and therefore themselves will
encode the state of the neuron. These particles in turn will interact with surrounding
particles, and the process will continue.
Now it is not clear exactly in what manner the original state of the superposition
of X and Y will become entangled with the rest of the brain, but it is likely that
after some timescale the whole brain will be entangled with the original state. The
final entangled state will almost certainly not just be a superposition of just two
states, but every neuron in the brain will in some way be entangled with the original
superposition. Assuming that consciousness is encoded in brain states, i.e. in
patterns of neurons firing and not firing, then our consciousness will now be in a
superposition. But importantly the different conscious states associated with X and
Y will not be noticeably different to us. At this point proponents of CCC have
to decide whether CCC will occur if our consciousness is in a superposition of two
states that are indistinguishable to us, or whether consciously distinct superpositions
are necessary. If the former, then collapse will happen before the unconscious signal
reaches our consciousness via the usual information transfer processes in the brain.
Discussions of this sort are clearly quite speculative and cannot be fully clarified
without a detailed working model of the brain, but it should be at least clear that,
firstly, there will be some timeframe in which our unconscious is in a superposition
but our consciousness is not, and secondly that the question of precisely when
collapse occurs is extremely complicated.
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